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Abstract

Experiments are proposed to measure various strangenes. _ matrix elements of the

nucleon. Examples are electro- and neutrino-production of phi mesons and the difference

between neutrino and antineutrino scattering from isospin zero targets, e.g., deuterons.

*Present and permanent address
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There has been a great deal of recent interest in the strange quark matrix elements

of the proton. Deductions of the sigma-term 1) from pion-nucleon scattering and of the

proton spin structure function 2) from the EMC measurements both suggest a sizeable

strange quark presence in the nucleon. Since this conclusion is contrary to the generally

accepted belief that the low-energy structure of the nucleon is well described by three

valence (u and d) quarks, there have been numerous theoretical interpretations of the

experimental findings that do not require any, or only a tiny fraction of strangeness in

the proton. 3) By contrast, there are only a few publications that suggest measurements

of the strangeness content, or ratimr strangeness matrix elements, in the nucleon 4-7) In

this Letter we outline some measurements that alloy, the determination of strangeness

matrix elements in tl:e nucleon.

The OZI rule suggests that the coupling of the strange quarks to nucleons should

be very small in the absence of strangeness in the nucleons. Ellis, Gabathuler, and

Karliner 4) noted that the OZI rule appears to be violated in phi production from pp and

pp collisions. Since the ¢ is a pure (s.g) vector meson, experiments such as/3p ---, ¢7r+ Tr-

measure the vector matrix elements -z N[g"/_'s[N >. Beck, McKeown, and others 5)

have proposed parity-violating elastic electron scattering from hydrogen to measure

this matrix element. W'e suggest that electroproduction of ¢ mesons from a hydrogen

target, e p _ e p ¢, can also be used. 7) It has the advantage that the interaction of the

electron with the proton has been studied extensively. On the other hand, there is a

background due to the diffractive production of ¢'s via vector meson dominance, s)

In this mechanism the photon is transformed into a phi meson which scatters diffrac-

tively (Pomeron exchange) off the target. It should be possible to distinguish these two

production cross sections on the basis of their energy dependence, their angular distribu-

tions, and in polarization measurements. Previous measurements 9) are not sufficiently

accurate to determine the mechanism and do not rule out the knockout process due to
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• "" the presence of strangeness in the nucleon.

We are currently carrying out a detailed calculation of the knockout process in a

constituent quark model, and are comparing it to the prediction of the VMD model

near the phi-production threshold. We have examined the energy-dependence of our

knockout model for a 20% admixture of strange quarks in the nucleon. As a funO ,'.n

of the beam energy the total cross-section rises more rapidly and to a greater value

than the relatively smooth and slowly rising VMD background. We have also found

that in the laboratory frame the knockout cross-section has a clear minimum when

the three-momentum transfer is parallel or antiparallel to the beam direction and a

maximum when the two are orthogonal. This feature appears insensitive to the details

of the model and follows primarily from the vector nature of the electromagnetic current

and from the knockout nature of the process. The diffractive VMD process does not

have this feature. We s!milarly expect that a comparison of predictions for polarized

cross-sections will assist in unfolding these two mechanisms. This work will be reported

elsewhere.

The pseudoscalar matrix element < p[_vSs[p > is more difficult to obtain. The 7/

and q' both contain strange mesoi,s, and it would be necessary to know the mixing angle

well and carry out a difference measurement to obtain this matrix. The Goldberger-

Treiman relation does not hold because of the axial anomaly. 1°)

The measurement of the interesting "spin" matrix element < Nl$7_'75slN > is

possible through a variety of experiments. If there is no strangeness axial-vector matrix

element, then the Weinberg-Salam theory (at the tree level) only has an SU(2) isovector

_(3)
matrix element, _LN1T(3)TP751L N F(A3)(Q2), with. A (0) = 1.26. Due to the mismatch of

the the strong and weak isospin for the s-quark, a small induced SU(2) isoscalar matrix

element
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_NX"-rSUNF(A°)o¢< plgT"3,Sslp> (1)

occurs,with _(°)(0)_ 0.05.11)Sinceverylittleisknown abcut thismatrixelementJ'A

orit_SV(3)_o_nterp_t,_j0_,___(w_use_superscript~ forSU(3)fo_mf_¢tors)

itisclearlyofgreatinterestto determineitsmagnitudefrom otherexperimentsthan

the EMC mea_surements.2)There are a number ofways to obtainF(A°). In the past,

parity-violating elastic scattering of electrons on deuterons has been proposed by us

and colleagues. 7'i2,_3) If the scattering is carried out with longitudinally polarized elec-

trons, then backward scattering is required, la) A more direct, but also more difficult

experiment is to polarize the deuteron (or 6Li, or other isospin zero, spin 1) target or

to measure the polarization of the final deuteron in the scattering plane. 11) At small

q2 the resulting parity-violating asymmetry vanishes if ".4_'(°)= 0 and is directly propor-

tional to it, or to _'(As) f,(0) 2v5/,(s) in terms of form factors proportional to SU(3)==-_'A 3 _A

generators. The asymmetry is small, 12'1a) about lO-SF(A°)lq2l/.hl 2, where q2 - _Q2 is

the squared momentum transfer and ._/is the nucleon mass, because the weak vector

current of the electron is proportional to (1 -4 sin 2 0w) _ 0.08, with Ow the Weinberg

angle.

To circumvent this smallness, we propose here the use of neutrino scattering.

Ahrens et al.14) have measured the elastic scattering of neutrinos and antineutrinos

_(0)from hydrogen. Their result suggests , A _ 0.08 4- 0.04.6) ,14) A more direct exper-

iment is the excitation of a 1+ state of isospin 0 in an even-even light nucleus such

as 12C,15) or the measurement of elastic neutrino and antineutrino scattering from an

isospin zero target, e. g., 2H, 4He, 6Li. (In the scattering from 2H, the target recoil

could be measured to ascertain that the scattering is elastic.) The difference in cross

sections

a(_,d _ _,d)- a(Vd---, _,d)
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.. is a direct measure of F(A°). The difference in the neutrino and antineutrino cross sections

is proportional to the interference between the vector and axial vector matlrices. The

beam spectra could be normalized by measuring total cross sections on a target such as

12C. The vector matrix is known from CVC, aside from a possible modification induced

by strangeness and measured by the deviation of F2(°) from (_g_-F2(s) -(_, + _¢,)); the

difference in cross sections vanishes if F (°) = 0.

In impulse approximation, the difference in cross sections is given by
,

N = 4a_ ,7(1-¢)F(_°)(F}°)+F}°))F_ (2)3 :rE

where_= ,_--_,_= _-{_},F,(°)(0)=-2_i__e__ -0.46,F_°)(0)= -2sin_ew(_,+

_.) p_(_)-- -0 055 ,_(,) _(0)- , -_ . - , /') is the unknown axial form factor, FD is the (here

we assume a single form factor for simplicity) deuteron form factor, E is the neutrino

(antineutrino) energy, 51 is the mass of the nucleon, and GE is the weak Fermi coupling

constant. We assume dipole form factors, F1 oc F2 c_ (Q2 + rna)-2 and FA (x (Q2 +

m_4)-2, with my _ 0.84 GeV, m A ,_. 1.03 GeV, 14) even though the isoscalar axial form

factor could differ from the isovector one. For small Q2 the difference in cross sections,

N, increases linearly with the absolute value of the squared momentum transfer, Q2 =

-q:, but as Q2 increases, the nucleon and nuclear (e.g. deuterium) form factors all

fall and thus the counting rate becomes small. For instance, for Q2 _ M 2, we have

Q2R_) _ 400, where TlD is the deuteron radius _ 4.3 f, and the deuterium form factor

is < I0 -2

\Ve define the ratio R

aQ---_d_'(vd _ vd) - _a_(F,d --, _,d)

R- d_ (vd _ vd) + d. (_,d---, _,d) (3)aQ""_ 7_

For Q2 > 0.5 (GeV/c) 2 it is not sufficiently accurate to consider a single form factor for

the deuteron. R is approximately proportional to ,7for Q2 < 0.5 GEV2; its magnitude is
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sizeable (>0.1) for Q2 >0.3 (GeV/c) 2. However, at large values of Q2 the differences of

the various deuteron form factors matter and for Q2 > M 2 the differential cross sections

and N become exceedingly small, so that the measurement is very difficult. N reaches a

maximum at Q2 just under 0.1 (GeV/c) 2. In Fig. 1_ we show IRIas a function of Q2 for

E = Mc 2 and F(A°)(0)= 0.2, forF(')(0)= 0 and -4-0.2. The graphsofFig.I and Eq. (2)

show thatboth F(A°)(0)and F2(')(0)might be obtainedifR ismeasured asa functionof

Q2 and E. We believethatthisexperimentisfeasibleata varietyofenergies(e.g.,at

LAMPF). Anotherpossibleexperimentistheelasticscatteringofei¢herv'sor_'sfrom

an isospinzeropolarizedtarget,orthe measurementofthelongitudinalpolarizationof

therecoil.

A furtherexperimentis¢ productionby vp --,vp¢. This experimentissensitive

to both < p[g->,_slp > and < pig 7_'7 5 sip >. Just as for the electroproduction of

phi's, the neutrino production will have a VMD diffractive background. In parallel with

the previously mentioned electroproduction work we are pursuing the same approach

to resolving these two competing production mechanisms. One difference is that the

angular distribution for the knockout mechanism now has a more complicated form due

to the additional axial-vector coupling of the Z ° to the struck s or g quark.

In summary, we have proposed a number of nuclear experiments for measurements

of the unknown _0) and F(A°). Details will appear elsewhere.

One of the authors (EMH) thanks Wick Haxton for a helpful discussion.
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' _ Figure Caption

Figure 1. Plot of R as a function of Q2 for Q2 < 0.5 (GeV/c) 2, for an s-wave deuteron. The

solid curve is for F(_) = 0, the dashed one for F (*) = -0.2, and the dotted one for

F2(_) = +0.2.
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